1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

Nowadays, the COVID-19, which is a part of the coronavirus family, has spread fear and anxiety amongst people and investors. This psychological state may therefore lead to behavioural biases like the herding behaviour.

Several academic studies have focused on the existence of this behaviour ([@bib0019]) during crisis and epidemic diseases ([@bib0005]). More recent studies have expanded their investigations on cryptocurrency markets with CSAD and CSSD methods. However, to the best of the authors\' knowledge, the existence of herding behaviour in cryptocurrencies during epidemic diseases has not been explored using the multifractal analysis. For this reason, the top cryptocurrencies dynamics and the herding bias existence we reanalysed before and after the coronavirus disease spread. Our main contribution through this study is an attempt to determine the COVID-19 impact on the cryptocurrency market.

This paper is designed as follows: In the second section, a brief summary of the literature was introduced. The used data were described in the third section and the applied methodology was provided in the fourth section. The empirical results were discussed in the fifth section before drawing our major conclusion in the last section.

2. State of the art {#sec0002}
===================

The financial stability in markets is essential for investment security and safety. The volatility bubble resulting from a herding behaviour can be the genesis of an unstable market for a certain period. Therefore, stability conditions might be spelled by financial innovation tools such as mathematics-based heuristics. Previous models based on Gaussian distributions are insufficient to predict the future of capital markets. As an alternative, the multifractal models seem to be more accurate patterns in forecasting matters with different market risks. In this context, B. B. [@bib0015] appeared as the pioneer with the first study on the fractal theory that was applied in finance to detect crashes and crises.

The MFDFA method was investigated by [@bib0017] to detect the efficiency level of the sectoral stock markets. Their results showed a moderate efficiency in the short-run but a higher efficiency level over the long-run. These markets become rather inefficient after financial crises.

The MFDFA approach was also investigated to assess the efficiency level of the Bitcoin and Ethereum markets ([@bib0018]).

Other empirical studies developed the existing relations between multifractality and herding. amongst these, we can cite the empirical investigation of [@bib0002] who proved that herding behaviour occurs during an excessive co-movement. Accordingly, the authors considered that herding behaviour may cause a market multifractality. This link was also explored by [@bib0006] who used the Hurst exponent to measure herding behaviour intensity in financial markets and capture the outbreak of a bubble.

The impact of pandemic disease son financial markets was investigated by [@bib0001] and [@bib0003]. However, the effect of the recent COVID-19 pandemic has not been deeply developed because of its recentness and uncertainty. This study was therefore an attempt to contribute to the literature by exploring the effect of the recent coronavirus pandemic on the cryptocurrency market behaviour and efficiency.

3. Data {#sec0003}
=======

The sample consists of five cryptocurrencies extracted from [www.coinmarketcap.com](http://www.coinmarketcap.com){#interref0001} on a daily basis frequency until 19th May2020 according to their market capitalisation and availability ([Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} ). The datawas then split into two periods before and afterthe date of 31st December 2019 corresponding to the COVID-19 outbreak.Table 1. Data description.Table 1CryptocurrenciesStarting dateNumber of observationBitcoinApril 29th, 20132578EthereumAugust 7th, 20151746RippleAugust 4th, 20132479LitecoinApril 29th, 20132578BinanceJuly 25th, 20171030

The daily returns of cryptocurrencies are defined as:$${\text{rt}\mspace{6mu}} = \text{log}\left( \frac{p_{t}}{p_{t}} \right.$$where r ~t~ is the cryptocurrency return at date t, and P~t~ is the cryptocurrency price at date t ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 1Depicts the evolution of daily cryptocurrencies' prices and returns.Fig. 1:

4. Methodology {#sec0004}
==============

This empirical part used the fractal theory to detect the herding behaviour presence and assess the cryptocurrency markets inefficiency before and after the COVID-19 pandemic.

4.1. The MFDFA approach {#sec0005}
-----------------------

The MDFA approach, as detailed by [@bib0010], can be expressed through 5 steps as follows:

*x~i~* is a time series of length N, i ranges from 1 to N.

In step 1, we identify the profile or cumulative sum Y(i):$$Y\left( i \right) = \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{i}\left| {x\left( k \right) - \overline{x}} \right|,$$ $\overline{x}$ denotes the mean value of the whole series ($\overline{x} = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}x_{i})$. This process converts a white noise process into a random walk.

Step 2 consists in dividing the profile *Y~t~* into $N_{s} \equiv \frac{N}{s}$ segments of equal length s.

The local trend is estimated, in the next step, by the least-square fitting polynomial $\widetilde{Y_{v}}$ for any segment of length v.$$F_{s}^{2}\left( v \right) = \frac{1}{s}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{s}\left( {Y_{v}\left( k \right) - \widetilde{Y_{v}}\left( k \right)} \right)^{2}$$

This detrending process is repeated over a range of various window sizes s.

In the fourth step, the segments are average to draw the q^th^ order fluctuation function F~q~:$$F_{q}\left( S \right) = \left\{ {\frac{1}{2N_{s}}\sum\limits_{v = 1}^{2N_{s}}\left\lbrack {F_{s}^{2}\left( v \right)} \right\rbrack^{\frac{q}{2}}} \right\}^{\frac{1}{q}}$$Where q is different from zero.

In the last step, the scaling behaviour of the fluctuation functions is identified by plotting the log-log plots of F~q~(s) for each value of q versus s:$$F_{q}\left( S \right) \propto S^{H{(q)}}$$

We chose to set the order at *m* = 1 to avoid over fitting as detailed in the work of [@bib0012].

4.2. Generalized Hurst exponent (GHE) {#sec0006}
-------------------------------------

Hurst exponent ([@bib0009]) is used as a bubble detection metric. In other words, when *H*\<0.5, the series are anti-persistent with no shape and lesser fractal quotient. Therefore, we are in the case of no herd behaviour.

*H* = 0.5 implies that the series follows a theoretical random walk and they are entirely stochastic in nature.

Finally, when *H*\>0.5, the series is evidently persistent with a clear shape, a higher fractal quotient, and a trace of herd behaviour.

The financial markets\' roughness was firstly introduced by B. [@bib0014]. In the case of fractional Brownian, he quantifies the series roughness by estimating the Holder exponent (H) ([@bib0016]) and defines the fractal dimension (d) as:$$d = 2 - H\,\,\text{when}\, 0 < H < 1$$and$$d = 1.5 - \alpha\,\text{when} - 0.5\alpha < 0.5$$

The scaling function of the multifractal processτ(*q*) is concave for the multifractal but linear for the monofractal process ([Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}). τ(*q*) can be formulated either from the generalized Hurst exponent:$$H\left( q \right) = \frac{1 + \tau\left( q \right)}{q}$$or from the generalized fractal dimension:$$D\left( q \right) = \frac{\tau\left( q \right)}{q - 1}$$

The GHE procedure is mostly built on fractal geometry ([@bib0004]). The q-order moment *K~q~*(μ) of the X(t) increments' distribution is defined as:$$K_{q}\left( \mu \right) = \frac{\left| {X\left( {t + \mu} \right) - X\left( t \right)} \right|^{q}}{\left| {X\left( t \right)} \right|^{q}}$$Where . is the average andμ is the time interval between increments; q is an order upper than zero.

The GHE is deduced from the scaling law as shown in [Eq. (11)](#eqn0011){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$K_{q}\left( \mu \right) \sim \mspace{6mu}\alpha\mspace{6mu}\mu^{qH{(q)}}$$

The following relations in [Eq. (12)](#eqn0012){ref-type="disp-formula"} is obtained from the Legendre transform:$$\alpha = H\left( q \right) + q.H^{\prime}\left( q \right)$$

Therefore, the singularity spectrum f(α) is defined as$$f\left( \alpha \right) = q\,\alpha - q.H\left( q \right) + 1$$

In this study, the range of the generalized Hurst exponent ΔH 000000000000 000000000000 111111111111 000000000000 111111111111 000000000000 111111111111 000000000000 000000000000 max q H(q) - min q H(q) and the width of the multifractal spectrum Δα max q α(q) - min q α(q) were calculated in order to measure the level of multifractality which increases with the increase of either of those measures. The scaling range at s~min~=10 and s~max~= (T/4) for MF-DFA were also fixed as suggested by ([@bib0020]), where T is the series' length of the used cryptocurrency.

4.3. Magnitude of long-memory or the inefficiency index (MLM) {#sec0007}
-------------------------------------------------------------

In this subsection, a measure of the long memory magnitude related to the generalized Hurst exponent was defined to quantify the market efficiency level.

The inefficiency index based on the multifractal dimension indicates that the fluctuations comprising smaller H (−5) and larger H [(5)](#eqn0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} follow the random walk process.

In other words, when MLM = 0 the volatilities of these cryptocurrencies' returns are absolutely efficient with no long memory and no herding behaviour.

Accordingly, a higher (lower) MLM value indicates a higher (lower) long memory level and a higher (lower) herding behaviour level in the volatility of the cryptocurrencies' returns. Ultimately, this work tested the efficiency and the herding levels by the MLM inefficiency index suggested by ([@bib0011]) and denoted as:$$\text{Magnitude}\,\text{of}\,{\text{Long} - \text{memory}}\,\left( \text{MLM} \right) = \left( {\left| {h\left( {- 5} \right) - 0.5} \right| + \left| h\left( 5 \right) - 0.5 \right|} \right)$$

5. Empirical results {#sec0008}
====================

Unlike mono-fractal series, the multi-fractal series do not have a normal distribution. The q^th^-order Hurst exponent in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} , expressed as "h~q~", was found to have various traces.Fig. 2Fluctuation function before and after the COVID-19.Fig. 2:

The slopes "h~q~" in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} are represented by cored dots for various orders of the exponent such as *q* = 5 (black), *q* = 0 (red) and *q* = −5 (green). The multifractal spectrum is almost symmetric before COVID-19 which shows the self-affine character of cryptocurrency returns. In other words, the cryptocurrency returns depend on many parameters and dimensions while following their own past patterns. This makes the prediction of its evolvement over time more difficult to achieve in the future.

According to the graphs of Fq versus s ([Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"}) and Hq versus q ([Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} ), we set H(*q* = ± 5) because of the soft change in the slope for the used cryptocurrencies.Fig. 3Hurst exponent before and after the COVID-19.Fig. 3:Fig. 4Mass exponent before and after the COVID-19.Fig. 4:

The negative and positive q in [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} were used in order to explain the effects of the small and large variations, respectively. The cryptocurrencies series multifractality results are confirmed once again in [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} because the Hq is dependant on q. The Hq () change results show that the studied markets reveal less fractality and become more efficient. In the case of *q* = 2, the Hurst exponent *H* = *H* (*q* = 2) −1 is around 0.4 which is less than 0.5, showing that the studied cryptocurrencies' markets are anti-persistent before and after COVID-19. These results are in accordance with those of [@bib0011].Table 2Generalized Hurst exponent for −5\<*q*\<5 before and after COVID-19 pandemic.Table 2QBitcoin (BTC)Ethereum (ETH)Ripple (XRP)Litecoin (LTC)Binance (BNB)BeforeAfterBeforeAfterBeforeAfterBeforeAfterBeforeAfter−50.82710.64420.84690.64220.81690.67900.97570.76070.98520.6452−40.79540.62880.82570.63400.79610.67240.94050.74930.96010.6287−30.75600.61380.80080.63020.77210.66940.89470.73500.92840.6156−20.71250.60160.77280.63690.74680.67310.84200.71710.88980.6129−10.67440.59570.74310.65980.72290.68450.79340.69400.84260.629500.64910.59430.71250.69110.69360.69550.74700.66220.77200.659410.63200.57440.67960.69590.64520.68490.68820.61600.65690.65672**0.61340.51290.64110.65040.58220.63800.61440.55730.52160.5911**30.58910.44050.59760.58290.52360.57060.53850.49920.41520.505040.56240.38430.55760.52450.47800.50690.47500.45170.34400.435450.53760.34440.52540.48150.44450.45690.42720.41560.29640.3864

[Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} depicts the plots of α versus f(α) schematizing the "Multifractal spectrum". The width of the fractal spectrum Δα represents the difference between the upper and the lower probabilities as shown in [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} . The multifractality increases when Δαexpands ([@bib0013]). Accordingly, the multifractality of these markets is reduced after the COVID-19 pandemic ([Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 5MFDFA plots.Fig. 5:Table 3Multifractality results before and after the COVID-19 pandemic.Table 3ΔαΔH~q~Hurst averageFractal dimension(d)LMLRankingBitcoinBefore0.51550.28950.668090911.3319090.182351After0.5210.29980.539536361.4604640.14894EthereumBefore0.53510.32150.70028181.2997180.186153After0.36550.16070.62085451.3791450.080351RippleBefore0.58960.37240.656536361.3434640.185952After0.44850.22210.630109091.3698910.111052LitecoinBefore0.88050.54850.721509091.2784910.274254After0.53510.34510.62346361.3765360.172555BinanceBefore0.97960.68880.692018181.3079820.34445After0.52080.25880.578718181.4212820.12943

For more robust results, this brief study computed the (LML) inefficiency index based on Hq() as shown in [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}. The larger this (LML) index is, the less efficient the market is.

Several recent studies linked the fractal theory to Hausdorff topology ([@bib0008]) to detect the presence and the level of herding and other heuristic biases ([@bib0007]). In fact, the herding behaviour increases when the shape moves from Douady rabbit (with a fractal dimension *d* = 1.4 and *d* = 1.38) to five circles inversion fractal (*d* = 1.36) and finally to reach the Dendrite Julia (*d* = 1.18) and the Gosper Island contour (*d* = 1.12).

Δα and ΔH~q~ decreased in all cases except for Bitcoin when the COVID-19 pandemics spread showing that the studied markets, excluding that of Bitcoin, become less multi-fractal and therefore more efficient.

The fractal dimension (d) increases for all cases indicating that the herding behaviour is reduced after COVID-19.

The LML index values are smaller than 0.35and greater than 0.08 proving that all of these cryptocurrencies are almost efficient with different degrees. The closest of the LML inefficiency index value to zero is attributed to Bitcoin before the COVID-19 outbreak and to Ethereum after COVID-19. In addition, this LML index decreased in these five cryptocurrencies after the outbreak highlighting that this pandemic has a positive impact on the efficiency of these markets.

6. Conclusion {#sec0009}
=============

This paper investigated the efficiency level and detected the existence of herding behaviour in the five top cryptocurrency markets using the generalized Hurst exponent as an evaluation measurement of fractality by means of the multi- fractal detrended fluctuation approach. Five cryptocurrencies with high market capitalisation were employed to explain the method and focus on the COVID-19 impact on their efficiency. The GHE estimation empirical results indicate that most cryptocurrencies are multi-fractal before COVID-19. These findings are in line with other empirical findings ([@bib0021]) and fit the general expectation about most cryptocurrency markets.

For the sake of robust results, we measured the cryptocurrency efficiency using the Magnitude of Long-memory index. The results clearly show that Bitcoin was the most efficient before the disease outbreak; however, it was found to be less efficient than Ethereum after the COVID-19 outbreak. Furthermore, all of the studied cryptocurrencies become more efficient after the spread of this pandemic.

This empirical study may provide marketers with valuable analysis and knowledge, and help them make the best decisions and strategies. Potential future studies may focus and explore the monetary and governmental policies to be adapted to face the COVID-19 dangerous effects on society and economy.
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